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Abstract

In wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes collect local data and transfer to the base station often relayed by other nodes. If deploying sensor nodes evenly, sensor nodes nearer to the base station will consume more energy and use up their energy faster that reduces system lifetime. By analyzing energy consumption, a density formula of deploying nodes is proposed. The ratio of whole energy of sensor nodes to energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in every area can get consistent if deploying nodes by the density formula, therefore system lifetime is prolonged. Analysis and simulation results show that when communication dominates whole energy consumption and the monitored region is big compared with radio range of sensor node, system lifetime under this scheme can be 3R/(2t) times of that under deploying nodes evenly, where R is radius of the monitored region and t is radio range of sensor node.
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1. Introduction

Recently, wireless sensor networks composed of large sensor nodes come to realize [1–4]. Sensor nodes have very limited processing and communication capabilities. Sensor networks are multi-hop and sensor nodes play a dual role as both data generators and routers [5]. Energy is identified as one of the most crucial resources in sensor networks dual to the difficulty of recharging batteries of thousands of devices in remote or hostile environments [6–8]. Researches show that energy consumption of sensor node is dominated by communication [4,9].

In a typical sensor network, there is a base station in the network. Sensor nodes sense environment, collect sensor reading, process the data and then forward the information to the base station. An example of such applications is habitat monitored [10]. Sensor nodes are deployed in the habitat and the base station collects data from sensor nodes. So information of the habitat can be achieved from the base station.

Because remote sensor nodes transferring data to the base station needs some close nodes to relay, data stream density nearer to the base station is bigger. If sensor nodes are deployed evenly, nodes nearer to the base station will consume more energy. If close nodes use up their energy, other nodes can’t transfer their data to the base station and system lifetime of sensor network is over. Presently, there’s few research about deploying nodes with the purpose of prolonging system lifetime. Most researches assumed that sensor nodes are deployed evenly scattered by airplane or other tools in the monitored region [11,12]. So system lifetime of the sensor network can’t be long. [13] researched data stream in wireless sensor network and showed that data streams of different areas aren’t balancing. Data stream of middle area is dense while data stream of boundary area is sparse.

This paper determinates rational scheme of deploying nodes by researching energy consumption in different areas to prolong system lifetime.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, assumptions and base model are given. Section 3 describes how to deploy nodes in wireless sensor networks. Section 4 presents some theoretic analysis and section 5 presents a comparative performance evaluation using simulation. This paper concludes with section 6.
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2. Assumptions and Base Model

This section presents the basic model of the sensor network that this paper targets. The network model makes the following assumption:

- Wireless sensor network is large-scale. There are many sensor nodes and a base station in the network. Monitored region of the sensor network is a circle which radius is \( R \). The base station is located in the center of the circle.
- Sensor nodes are homology. Initial energy of sensor node is \( e \).
- Each sensor node senses environment and transfers local information to the base station. Events occur evenly in the monitored region. Data generating speed is \( \lambda \) per unit area.
- Sensor nodes communicate with the base station by delivering data across multiple hops. Radio range of sensor node is \( t \).
- Energy consumption of sensor nodes transmitting unit data and receiving unit data is \( T \) and \( E \) respectively.
- Energy consumption not caused by communication is evenly distributed in the monitored region. Other energy consumption speed per unit area is \( W \).

In above, we assume that the monitored region is a circle for the sake of analyzing easily. System lifetime is mostly optimized when the base station is located in the center.

3. Scheme of Deploying Nodes

In this section, we will deduce a density formula of deploying nodes that will prolong system lifetime of wireless sensor networks.

In wireless sensor networks, the ratio of whole energy of sensor nodes to energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in every area should be consistent. Thus more sensor nodes will be deployed in area where energy is consumed sooner. As a whole, sensor nodes in different areas will tend to use up energy at the same time. Therefore system lifetime gets prolonged furthest.

Because we have assumed that the monitored region is center symmetry, node density should be only relational with distance to the base station. We denote \( \rho(r) \) as node density of point that is \( r \) far from the base station.

Next we analyze energy consumption in area B in Figure 1. Area B is a ring centered at the base station that inner radius is \( r-t/2 \) and outer radius is \( r+t/2 \). Because radio range of sensor node is \( t \), sensor nodes that are farther from the base station than \( r+t/2 \) (i.e. sensor nodes outside area B) transferring data to the base station needs some node in area B to relay.

Data generating speed outside area B is \( 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \lambda dx \).

Energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in area B relaying data generated outside area B is \( 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{R} \lambda dx \times (T + E) \).

Data generating speed in area B is \( 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \lambda dx \).

Energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in area B transmitting data generated in area B is \( 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \lambda dx \times T \).

Other energy consumption speed in area A is \( 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} dx \times W \). So energy consumption of sensor nodes in area B is

\[
2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \lambda dx \times (T + E) + 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \lambda dx \times T + 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} dx \times W
\]

The number of sensor nodes in area B is \( 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \rho(x) dx \). So the whole energy of sensor nodes in area B is

\[
2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \rho(x) dx \times e.
\]

The ratio of whole energy of sensor nodes to energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in area B should be a constant. So following condition is satisfied:

\[
\frac{2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \rho(x) dx \times e}{2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \lambda dx \times (T + E) + 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \lambda dx \times T + 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} dx \times W} = b
\]

where \( b \) is a constant.

Because node density of each point in area B is almost equal. So we approximately choose \( \rho(r) \) as average node density of area B, i.e. \( 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \rho(x) dx = 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \rho(r) dx \).

So we can get:

\[
\frac{2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \rho(r) dx \times e}{2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \lambda dx \times (T + E) + 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} \lambda dx \times T + 2\pi \int_{r-t/2}^{r+t/2} dx \times W} = b
\]

From the above formula, we can deduce:

\[
\rho(r) = \frac{b\rho(r)}{2\pi t e} (R^2 - (r-t/2)^2) + (r+t/2)^2 - E + 2brW.
\]

\[
\rho(r) = \frac{b\rho(r)}{2\pi t e} R^2 - (r-t/2)^2 + (r+t/2)^2 - E + 2brW.
\]
When \( r/t \) large, we have \( r-t/2=r, r+t/2=r \). So we get:

\[
\rho(r) = \frac{R^2 - r^2}{r} + c \]d, \quad \text{where} \quad c = \frac{2W}{\lambda(T+E)}, \quad d = \frac{(T+E)\lambda b}{2te}
\]

Assume that the number of all sensor nodes is \( n \), then \( 2\pi \rho(r) dr = n \). We can deduce \( d = \frac{3n}{2\pi R^2(4R+3c)} \). So we can obtain node density of point that is \( r \) far from the base station:

\[
\rho(r) = \frac{R^2 - r^2}{r} + c \times \frac{3n}{2\pi R^2(4R+3c)} , \quad \text{where} \quad c = \frac{2W}{\lambda(T+E)}.
\]

From above density formula, node density of close area is bigger than that of remote area. It is consistent with our expectation.

\( \rho(r) \) consists of two parts: \( \frac{R^2 - r^2}{r} \) and \( c \), where \( \frac{R^2 - r^2}{r} \) is reverse with distance to the base station and \( c \) is a constant independent of distance to the base station. In the formula of \( c = \frac{2W}{\lambda(T+E)} \), \( \lambda(T+E) \) is energy consumption speed of sensor nodes transmitting and receiving data and \( W \) is other energy consumption speed. If the proportion of other energy consumption speed is bigger, \( c \) is bigger and node densities of the monitored region tend to be more even. Otherwise node densities of the monitored region tend to be more uneven. This is because other energy consumption speeds in different areas are close while energy consumption speeds of sensor nodes transmitting and receiving data in different areas are different.

4. Analysis of System Lifetime

In this section, we will analyze system lifetime under deploying nodes by the density formula deduced in last section compared with deploying nodes evenly in wireless sensor network.

First analyze system lifetime under deploying nodes by the density formula \( \rho(r) = \frac{R^2 - r^2}{r} + c \times \frac{3n}{2\pi R^2(4R+3c)} \).

Because in this case the ratio of whole energy of sensor nodes to energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in every area is consistent, sensor nodes in every area tend to use up their energy at the same time. Then system lifetime approximates the ratio of whole energy of sensor nodes to energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in some area. Therefore we can only analyze system lifetime of sensor nodes in area \( C \) which is less than \( t \) far from the base station.

Energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in area \( C \) is \( 2\pi \int_0^R \lambda dx \times (T+E) + 2\pi \int_0^R \lambda dx \times T + 2\pi \int_0^R \lambda dx \times W \).

Whole energy of sensor nodes in area \( C \) is \( 2\pi \int_0^R \rho(r) dx = \pi(6R^3 - 2t^2 + 3ct^2) \). So system lifetime is:

\[
\frac{\pi(6R^3 - 2t^2 + 3ct^2)}{2\pi R^3(4R+3c)}.
\]

Next let’s analyze system lifetime under deploying nodes evenly. Sensor nodes outside area \( C \) transferring data to the base station needs some node in area \( C \) to relay. Because sensor nodes are deployed evenly, energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in area \( C \) is fastest. Therefore sensor nodes in area \( C \) will use up their energy earliest. When sensor nodes in area \( C \) use up their energy, the base station can’t receive any data from the sensor network and system lifetime is over. So system lifetime approximates the ratio of whole energy of sensor nodes to energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in area \( C \) also.

Energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in area \( C \) is \( 2\pi \int_0^R \lambda dx \times (T+E) + 2\pi \int_0^R \lambda dx \times T + 2\pi \int_0^R \lambda dx \times W \). Whole energy of sensor nodes in area \( C \) is \( \frac{R^2}{R}ne \). So system lifetime is:

\[
\frac{net^2}{2\pi R^2[\int_0^R \lambda dx \times (T+E) + \int_0^R \lambda dx \times T + \int_0^R \lambda dx \times W]}
\]

The ratio of system lifetime under deploying nodes by the density formula \( \rho(r) = \frac{R^2 - r^2}{r} + c \times \frac{3n}{2\pi R^2(4R+3c)} \) to that under deploying nodes evenly is:

\[
\frac{6R^3 - 2t^2 + 3ct}{(4R+3c)t} = \frac{6R^3}{(4R+3c)t} + \frac{3c - 2t}{3c + 4R}
\]

where \( t \) and \( c \) are fixed values.

From the above ratio, we can see system lifetime under deploying nodes by the density formula is long than that under deploying nodes evenly. When other energy consumption is little and the monitored region is big, i.e. \( c=0 \) and \( R=\lambda t \), the ratio approximates to \( 3R/(2t) \). Because \( t \) is a fixed value, the ratio is bigger when the monitored region is larger.

5. Simulation

In this section, we compare system lifetime under deploying nodes by the density formula proposed by this paper with deploying nodes evenly by simulation. We adopt ns-2.28 simulator [14] as experiment platform. We use the following model for our simulation study:

- MAC protocol is 802.11 DCF.
- Radio bandwidth is 1 Mbps.
- Radio range is 50 m.
- Initial power of sensor node is 10000 J.
- Sensor node’s sending and receiving power are 0.660
W and 0.395 W respectively.
- The size of packet is 64 B.
- Other energy consumption of sensor node is 0.
- The occurring of event in the monitored region satisfies Poisson distribution. The speed of event occurring in area is 0.01 m$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$.
- Sensing data of one event has 10 packets averagely.

We simulate under various sizes of the monitored region. Choose radiuses of the monitored region be 200 m, 400 m, 600 m, 800 m, and 1000 m. Fix average node density of the whole monitored area be 1/(400π) m$^{-2}$. So the numbers of sensor nodes in various monitored regions are 100, 400, 900, 1600 and 2500 respectively. We choose system lifetime as the time from beginning to when average ratio of event being successfully monitored by the base station is under a threshold of 90%. Observe system lifetime under various simulation conditions. In order to make results more precise, we simulate 10 times for each simulation condition and choose average value.

Table 1 shows system lifetime under various conditions. $R$ denotes radius of the monitored region. $t$ denotes radio range. $n$ denotes the number of sensor nodes. $\alpha$ denotes system lifetime under deploying nodes by the density formula proposed by this paper. $\beta$ denotes system lifetime under deploying nodes evenly. The ratio of system lifetimes under these two schemes is near to 3$R$/4$R$. It’s consistent with analysis result in section 4. Figure 2 shows comparison of system lifetimes under these two schemes. System lifetime under deploying nodes by the density formula proposed by this paper is much longer than deploying nodes evenly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R$(m)</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$\alpha$(10$^5$s)</th>
<th>$\beta$(10$^5$s)</th>
<th>$\alpha/\beta$</th>
<th>3$R$/4$Rt$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>17.15</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>22.89</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>28.62</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. System lifetime: deploying nodes by the density formula vs. deploying nodes evenly.

6. Conclusions

This paper deduces the density formula $\rho(r) = \left(\frac{R^2 - r^2}{r} + c\right) \times \frac{3n}{2\pi R^2 (4R + 3c)}$ of deploying nodes in wireless sensor networks by analyzing energy consumption speeds in different areas. The ratio of whole energy of sensor nodes to energy consumption speed of sensor nodes in every area can get consistent if deploying nodes by the density formula. Then we analyze system lifetime under this scheme of deploying nodes. When communication dominates whole energy consumption and the monitored region is big compared with radio range of sensor node, system lifetime under this scheme can be $3R/(2t)$ times of that under deploying nodes evenly, where $R$ is radius of the monitored region and $t$ is radio range of sensor node. Finally simulation results validate this conclusion.
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